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problems. First, how to manage multi-accounts of different
cloud storage providers using a unique access entry; second,
how to obtain more free storage space, since the free space is
quite limit.
To tackle these two challenges, in this paper we propose
an integrated storage framework that provides large-scale
scalable storage by integrating a plenty of personal cloud
storage accounts. Integrating the accounts of different cloud
storage providers to deliver a unique access interface makes
sense and is quite important. In the proposed storage
framework, a plenty of personal free accounts are integrated
in order to realize large-scale free personal cloud storage. A
prototype system called GrandStore is designed and
implemented, which is based on the principle of OAuth
protocol and open API. Specifically, after authorized by the
owner of account, GrandStore could manage and control the
account, so there is no need for complex login any more.
Users only need apply for many free cloud storage accounts,
and then account authentication credentials are stored in
back-end database of GrandStore, which realizes easily
enlarging personal free storage space.
Compared with other similar systems, GrandStore is
different in three ways. First, GrandStore is a scalable and
open system, that is to say, you can add dynamically new
accounts to GrandStore without disturbing it. Second, if the
developers learn SDK provided by a new personal cloud
storage providers, this new product can also be added
dynamically to GrandStore. Third, GrandStore depends on
database to store user’s authentication credential so as to
avoid account login, therefore it can store a plenty of
accounts to obtain large space. Since GrandStore has such
good features, it is a promising system that has great
practical value.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
surveys personal cloud storage system and OAuth account
authorization protocol. Section 3 introduces the architecture
of GrandStore prototype system. Section 4 describes the
implementation of GrandStore prototype system and the final
section offers concluding remarks.

Abstract—Personal cloud storage services are gaining
popularity, such as SkyDrive, iCloud, Dropbox, etc. All of them
provide a certain amount of free storage space for individual
users, while the free space is quite limit, and you should
upgrade to a paid account to get extra space. Therefore, a new
approach is proposed in this paper, that many free personal
cloud storage accounts are integrated in order to realize largescale free personal cloud storage. A prototype system called
GrandStore is designed and implemented, which is based on
the principle of OAuth protocol and open API. Specifically,
after authorized by the owner of account, GrandStore could
manage and control the account, so there is no need for
complex login any more. Users only need apply for several free
cloud storage accounts, and then account authentication
credentials are stored in back-end database of GrandStore,
which realizes easily enlarging personal free storage space, and
managing all storage space in a unique access entry.
Keywords-Cloud storage; GrandStore; OAuth 2.0; Open
platform

I.

INTRODUCTION

Data explosion is one of the biggest issues facing IT
today. The amount of data that organizations store has grown
exponentially in the last 10 years. How to store and manage
these large-scale data is really a great problem. One solution
to this problem is using cloud storage, an infrastructure that
provides on-demand online storage services over Internet.
Cloud storage is now the new direction of storage technology,
which uses virtualized and scalable storage resource pool to
provide storage service for users. It is allowed to use all
kinds of method to consume cloud storage service through
Internet, such as Web, client program and open interface,
following the rule of pay-as-you-go. Cloud storage could
deliver online services to individuals or companies, including
online file hosting, storage and backup. Recently, personal
cloud storage services are very popular and attract our
attention, such as Microsoft SkyDrive, Apple iCloud, Google
Drive, Dropbox, etc. All of them provide free storage space
for individuals, as well as file synchronization service, while
the free space is quite limit, and you should pay for extra free
space.
Since that there are a variety of free personal cloud
storage services, basically users should register accounts to
use these services. Usually, one user has several accounts,
and these accounts belong to different personal cloud storage
providers. In this situation, we are confronted with two great

II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce the background knowledge
about free personal cloud storage, as well as the comparison
of several free personal cloud storage, and also introduce
cloud storage open platform and OAuth protocol.
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Figure 1. The principle of OAuth-based account authorization cloud
storage open platform.

A. Free Personal Cloud Storage
Cloud-based services have been introduced in recent
years, offering people and enterprises computing and
storage capacity on remote data-centers and abstracting
away the complexity of hardware management. As one kind
of cloud storage, free personal cloud storage has attracted
our attention since these years. As the development and
popularity of cloud computing, Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) has been the first choice to build reliable
cloud storage. The comparison of several popular personal
cloud storage providers is shown in Table 1, including
Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), Google Drive,
Microsoft SkyDrive, Apple iCloud, Dropbox, etc. It is
summarized as follows:
- Most of them provide API interface and programming
languages support, such as Java, C++, Python, Ruby, C#.
- Most of them provide APIs Client Library for
developers.
- Most of them support OAuth 2.0 or 1.1 protocols.
- Most of them provide file synchronization service.
- Most of them provide limited free space for individuals,
and there is also file size limit for upload or store. To remove
this restriction, you may upgrade to a paid account which
will allow you to upload larger files.

In general, oauth_token (or we say access_ticket) is
composed of two parts, access_token and refresh_token.
Usually, access_token has a lifetime, and when it is expired,
refresh_token is used to generate a new access_token and
refresh_token pair. The expiry period is different, e.g., for
some products, it is two weeks; while for some products, it is
one month.
C. Related Work
Personal cloud storage services are gaining popularity.
From the viewpoint of taxonomic, personal cloud storage
belongs to the public cloud filed. Many studies have been
reported on personal cloud storage or public cloud storage
topic in recent years [1][2][3][4][5][6]. For example, Drago
et al. [7] studied the characterization of Dropbox, the leading
and widely-used personal cloud storage system, and
presented a network traffic measurement and analyzed
possible performance bottleneck caused by current system
architecture and the storage protocol of Dropbox. In [8], the
authors presented the architecture for a secure data repository
service designed on top of public clouds to support sharing
multi-disciplinary scientific datasets.
In [9], the authors examined the efficacy of leveraging
web-based email services to build a personal storage cloud,
and then presented EMFS, email-based personal cloud
storage, which aggregates back-end storage by establishing a
RAID-like system on top of virtual email disks formed by
email accounts. In particular, by replicating data across
accounts from different service providers, highly available
storage services can be constructed based on already reliable,
cloud-based email storage, while EMFS cannot match the
performance of highly optimized distributed file systems
with dedicated servers.
The idea of GrandStore is integrating free personal cloud
storage accounts. Similarly, DepSky [10] is a system that
provides dependable and secure storage in the cloud through
the encryption, encoding and replication of the data on
diverse clouds that form a cloud-of-clouds. The authors also
deployed the system using four commercial clouds to study
the performance.
There are also some approaches and systems proposed
recently in hybrid storage or integrated storage area. In [11],
the authors proposed a scalable, configurable and reliable
hybrid storage system, which is composed of stable
volunteered personal cloud storage and P2P-based desktop
storage system. BitDew [12] is an open source data
management middleware for cloud, grid and desktop grid,
developed by INRIA, France. It supports using multiprotocols to transfer files. It can be also used as a
management tool to distribute/write files to different nodes
using FTP, HTTP, and BT protocols. In [13], the authors
presented personal storage grid architecture, which provides
end-users with web service interface to allow users consume
several cloud data space resources, such as online email
account space resource and virtual disk space (e.g. FTP
service).

B. Open Platform
From the survey on current personal cloud storage
providers, we found that they follow the same principle of
open platform. Personal cloud storage system open platform
allows developers to create their applications to use accounts
space, without account login. As it can be seen in Fig. 1, the
principle of OAuth1 account authorization in personal cloud
storage open platform is described as the following five steps.
- Step 1: The developer creates an application, usually
through web page to give the name and some other basic
information.
- Step 2: Open platform returns the application_key and
application_secret to developer.
- Step 3: Since the application needs the authentication
credential of account, the owner of account is guided to
input username and password to apply for oauth_token,
which is also called authorization code or access ticket.
- Step 4: Open platform returns the oauth_token.
- Step 5: The developer collects and stores oauth_token for
further process.

1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OAuth
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Soares et al. [14] presented the FEW Phone File System,
a data management system that combines mobile and cloud
storage for providing ubiquitous data access. The system
takes advantages of the characteristics of mobile phones for
storing a replica of a user’s personal data to provide high
data availability. Defrance et al. [15] presented the view of
home networking as a distributed file system, and proposed a
solution to organize the home network according to a
gateway-centric architecture, where the content access
unification for various devices (UPnP/DLNA devices,
personal computers, cloud storage systems, etc) is realized at
the file system level.
While MetaCDN [16] works in another way, which
proposed harnessing storage clouds for high performance
content delivery. Several storage clouds are integrated in
MetaCDN, providing a unique access interface. The price
and bandwidth of storage clouds are considered, which is
used for store decision.
III.

account, GrandStore could manage and control the account,
so there is no need for complex login any more. It only needs
applying for many free accounts, and then store account
authentication credentials to back-end database of
GrandStore system, which realizes easily enlarging personal
free storage space.
IV.

ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION

GrandStore is released as an open source project, which
is developed by Java language, and MySQL 5.0 is selected as
the back-end DBMS, and Eclipse is adopted as the
development tool. It requires Java SDK provided by personal
cloud storage providers. GrandStore now only supports
Amazon S3, Google Drive, Dropbox and KingSoft Kuaipan,
and it will support more products in the next version.
In this section, we mainly introduce the implementation
of core algorithms in GrandStore system. With the aspect of
account maintain, we describe account insert algorithm and
account authentication credential update algorithm. With the
aspect of file operations, we only describe file list, file
upload and file download algorithm as three examples. The
implementation of other file operations follows the same
approach, which is ignored in this paper.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The objective of GrandStore is to integrate many
accounts to obtain large-scale free space, providing a unique
access interface. Users firstly register a lot of accounts,
integrate them by GrandStore, and then utilize the unique
storage space through GrandStore. Users can manage,
integrate, and maintain all their own accounts through
GrandStore. The system architecture of GrandStore is
shown in Fig .2. As you can see, GrandStore is located in
the ‘middle layer’. The entities in this figure are explained
as follows:

A. Account Insert Algorithm
As we mentioned before, we create one application for
each product, and we distinguish them through unique
application id. For each product, we can also register many
accounts, and each account also has a unique id. The account
insert algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. First, GrandStore
starts account authorization guide utility. After authorized by
the owner of account through inputting username and
password, access token and refresh token are generated, and
then stored in database. Using this authentication credentials,
there is no need for the owner of account to authorize
anymore.
Algorithm 1. Account insert algorithm in GrandStore
Require: Let appi be the id of personal cloud storage product
Require: Let account<username, password> be the account to be
added
Require: Let accj be the id of the account to be added
Require: Let access_token be the returned access token by open
platform OAuth server
Require: Let refresh_token be the returned refresh token by open
platform OAuth server
Require: Let creation_time be the creation time of authentication
credential

Figure 2. The architecture of GrandStore system.

- Product. It means free personal cloud storage provider,
which provides SDK for developers, such as Google Drive,
Dropbox and Kuaipan.
- Account. User is allowed to register many accounts for
one product. Each account has a limited storage space.
- User. User is responsible for adding dynamically new
products and new accounts, and has the right of all kinds of
file operations.
- Database. It is used to store account authentication
credential (e.g., access_token, refresh_token) and user’s file
information (e.g., file name, file size, file path, etc).
GrandStore is based on the principle of OAuth protocol
and open API. Specifically, after authorized by the owner of

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Get appi that account<username, password> belongs to
Start account authorization guide utility for product appi
Input username and password of account
Login and allow appi to manage the storage space of account
Return authentication credential composed of access_token
and refresh_token
6: Get creation_time of this authentication credential
7: Write {appi, accj, access_token,refresh_token, creation_time}
to database
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B. Account Authentication Credential Update Algorithm
Generally, authentication credential has a lifetime, it will
became invalid when exceeds expire period. Therefore, we
adopt a multi-thread approach to check all accounts, and find
those expired access token. Then, the corresponding refresh
token is used to generate a new pair of access token and
refresh token, supported by OAuth 2.0 protocol. The detailed
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

6: API.create(auth.access_token)
7: API.listAllFiles( )
8: end for

D. File Upload Algorithm
When users upload a file to GrandStore, it firstly lookups
a proper account to store this file. In this paper, we propose
the ‘maximal unused space’ approach. That is to say,
GrandStore lookups the account which has the maximal
unused space, and then stores the file to this account. File
upload algorithm is demonstrated in Algorithm 4. This
approach can achieve storage balance, and avoid the
situation that some accounts are too busy than others.

Algorithm 2. Account authorization credential update algorithm in
GrandStore
Require: Let AuthTable{appi, accj,access_token, refresh_token,
creation_time} be the account authentication credential
information in database
Require: Let appi be the id of personal cloud storage product
Require: Let accj be the id of account
Require: Let lifetimei be the lifetime of authentication credential
for product appi
Require: Let current_time be the current time
Require: Let access_tokennew be the new access token
Require: Let refresh_token new be the new refresh token
Require: Let creation_timenew be the creation time of the new
authentication credential

Algorithm 4. File upload algorithm in GrandStore
Require: Let appi be the id of personal cloud storage product
Require: Let accj be the id of account
Require: Let AuthTable{appi, accj, access_token, refresh_token,
creation_time} be the account authentication credential
information in database
Require: Let AccountTable{accj, total_space, unused_space}
be the account space consumption information in database
Require: Let max_space be a variable to store maximal unused
space
Require: Let opt_account be the account that has the maximal
unused space
Require: Let F be the file to be uploaded to the system
Require: Let fid be the unique id of the file when it is successfully
uploaded
Require: Let FileTable{fid, accj} be the file storage mapping
information in database

1: for all record auth  AuthTable do
2:
Check auth.appi and get lifetimei for this product
3:
if (current_time - auth.creation_time) > lifetimei then
4:
{authentication credential is expired, use refresh token
to get a new one}
5:
Check auth.appi and select corresponding API
6:
{create an API session for further API calls}
7:
API.init(auth.appi)
8:
API.create(auth.access_token)
9:
{access_tokennew,refresh_tokennew}←
API.doRefresh(auth.refresh_token)
10:
Get creation_timenew of the new authentication credential
11:
{update the authentication credential of account accj}
12:
Write {appi, accj, access_tokennew, refresh_tokennew,
creation_timenew } to database
13: end if
14: end for

1: {lookup the account that has the maximal unused space}
2: max_space ← 0
3: for all record account  AccountTable do
4: if account.unused_space > max_space then
5:
max_space ← account.unused_space
6:
opt_account ← account
7: end if
8: end for
9: {lookup the authentication credential of opt_account}
10: for all record auth  AuthTable do
11: if auth.accj = = opt_account then
12:
{upload to this account directly}
13:
Check auth.appi and select corresponding API
14:
{create an API session for further API calls}
15:
API.init(auth.appi)
16:
API.create(auth.access_token)
17:
fid ← API.doUpload(F)
18:
{update account space consumption of opt_account}
19:
opt_account.unused_space ←
opt_account.unused_space - F.size( )
20:
{insert file storage information}
21:
Write {fid, opt_account.accj} to database
22:
break
23: end if
24: end for

C. File List Algorithm
Because GrandStore is designed to integrate many
accounts, when the user logs into GrandStore, GrandStore
should retrieve and then list all files of each account in a
unique file access graphical interface. In order to list all the
files from all accounts, it just simply executes API calls to
get the files of each account. Algorithm 3 describes the file
list algorithm.
Algorithm 3. File list algorithm in GrandStore
Require: Let AuthTable{appi, accj, access_token,refresh_token,
creation_time} be the account authentication credential
information in database
1: {list files of each account}
2: for all record auth  AuthTable do
3: Check auth.appi and select corresponding API
4: {create an API session for further API calls}
5: API.init(auth.appi)

E. File Download Algorithm
File download algorithm is relatively easier than file
upload algorithm. When users download a file from
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GrandStore, it firstly lookups the account that contains this
file, and then download from this account directly through
API calls. Algorithm 5 indicates file download algorithm.
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Algorithm 5. File Download Algorithm in GrandStore
Require: Let AuthTable{appi, accj,access_token, refresh_token,
creation_time} be the account authentication credential
information in database
Require: Let FileTable{fid, accj} be the file storage mapping
information in database
Require: Let F be the file to be downloaded from the system
Require: Let store_account be the account that stores F
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